
NON STANDARD 
DEPARTURES (NSD’S) 
‘Authorised deviations from the Preferred Noise Routes’ 

 
What departure routes are there? 
Most departing commercial aircraft will follow a Preferred Noise Route (PNR) 
until they reach a certain height (called a ‘release 
altitude’), unless otherwise instructed by Air Traffic 
Control. To minimise disturbance to our local 
community, Routes have been designed to take 
aircraft away from built up areas wherever possible, for 
the initial potentially more noisy stages of flight. The 
Preferred Noise Route issued to an aircraft will depend 
on the runway in use, the final destination and flight 
routing of the aircraft. For further information on the 
position of the Preferred Noise Routes and standard 
procedures used by aircraft departing please see the 
Runway Data Sheet (pictured right) titled or visit 
www.manchesterairport.co.uk/runwaydatasheet. 
 
What are Non Standard Departures? 
Non Standard Departures (NSD’s) are special, alternative instructions given to 
aircraft Air Traffic Control at Manchester Airport. These instructions are usually 
given prior to take off but can sometimes be given once the aircraft has left the 
runway. An NSD is an instruction to fly an aircraft outside the published 
Preferred Noise Routes (described above and in the Runway Data Sheet). 
 
Why are NSD’s issued? 
NSDs are principally issued to maintain a safety separation between aircraft or 
other airborne danger. Examples include: 

 Aircraft are sometimes given an NSD to direct them away from bad 
weather i.e. thunderstorms, snow, hail storms or high winds.  

 Congestion on the main airways or near to the navigational beacons can 
also lead to aircraft being directed away from the standard routes.  

 Another cause could be the maintenance of navigational beacons, which 
prevents their use. Without reference to navigational beacons on the 
ground the standard Preferred Noise Routes cannot be flown. In this case 
NSDs are issued to provide the initial routing and separation that would 
otherwise be naturally achieved by use of PNRs. We publish advance 
warning of routine maintenance on our web site, page: 
www.manchesterairport.co.uk/livingneartheairport.  
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What type of NSD’s are there? 
The Manchester Airport Noise and Track Information System (MANTIS) provides a 
record of flights that have been issued with an NSD (prior to take-off). The Non 
Standard Departure information is in the form of a letter code; examples of which 
are shown below: 

 NSD ‘W’- Poor weather (that would have been unsafe to fly through). 
 NSD ‘E’ - Early turn to speed up traffic flow. 
 NSD ‘V’ - Non Standard not covered by the codes above.  

 
What role does the Air Traffic Controller play, and why can’t they give 
detailed explanations of each NSD? 
The Air Traffic Controllers are responsible for ensuring the safe passage of aircraft 
into and out of Manchester Airport. Air Traffic Control records details of all 
instructions given to pilots both before and during takeoff. The Air Traffic 
Controllers are aware of the potential disturbance caused by this type of departure 
and therefore issue them only when absolutely necessary. The active workload of 
Controllers does not permit them the time to record a detailed explanation; which 
might be used for the purposes of answering a complaint. Representatives from Air 
Traffic Control attend the quarterly Technical Advisory Group of the Manchester 
Airport Consultative Committee; and so are available to answer detailed questions.  
 
When can NSD’s be issued? 
A Non Standard Departure is a safety instruction and so can be issued at any time. 
NSDs are less likely to be issued at night as the airspace is much quieter and not 
navigational aid Maintenance will be scheduled to take place.  
 
Who controls the number of NSD’s and ensures that they are legitimate? 
The numbers of Non Standard Departures are monitored by our Environment 
Department and are reported within quarterly bulletins to the Manchester Airport 
Consultative Committee (www.ukaccs.info/manchester) and Senior Management. 
Additional controls have been put in place through a legal agreement between 
Cheshire East Borough Council and Manchester Airport. Known as the ‘S106 
Agreement’; various community guarantees have been made by the Airport; one of 
which is that the number of Non Standard Departures will not exceed 5% of the 
total PNR departures. 
 
How often are NSD’s issued? 
The issuing of NSD’s is often governed by factors outside of our control (the 
weather and breakdown of navigational equipment). Experience has shown less 
than 2% of our departures are Non Standard each year.  
 

 Thunderstorms can occur at different 
altitudes; often with few of their effects 
experienced or observed on/from the ground. 
Thunderstorms are hazardous to aviation; the 
dangers do not exist just inside or under the 
cloud, but for quite some distance around it. 
Aircraft will seek to avoid thunderstorms by at 
least 10 Nautical Miles and, in severe situations 
and at higher altitudes, by 20 or more. In 
controlled airspace such avoidance needs to be 
coordinated with Air Traffic Control. Non 
Standard Departures can be used to direct 
departing aircraft around poor weather affecting 
airspace within/around a Preferred Noise Route. 


